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You can be assured that Carlo will enhance any 
interior with its simple yet classic lines.  The 
chair has been designed to grace any meeting 
environment and makes for a distinctive and stylish 
visitor chair. 

Its bold design blends a robust frame structure with 
a sprung seat for additional comfort and support.  
Carlo's polished steel finish looks elegant and 
enhances the chairs durability for stacking.
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Environmental statement

At Boss Design we are passionate about caring for the environment and holder of the Queen’s Award for Enterprise for Sustainable 
Development, FSC accredited and a carbon neutral company. 

Not prepared to compromise on quality, wherever possible we purchase raw materials with the highest recycled content.  We work 
with like-minded suppliers who use raw materials and components obtained only from ethical sources.

We constantly review our global logistics operation to ensure that we minimise any negative impact on the environment.  We actively 
monitor the carbon footprint of our products throughout their life-cycle and work closely with the Greenworks organisation to deliver 
our award winning end-of-life product management process.  This service allows clients old corporate furniture to be collected, 
redistributed and reused by local good causes.  Where furniture is not fit for reuse it is broken down and recycled.
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Materials   Weight  % Weight Recycled Content Recyclability

Steel - Frame   5.04kg  52%  100%   100%

Chromium - Frame   0.0001kg  0%  0%   100%

ABS - Arm pads   0.2kg  2%  0%   100%

Polyurethane foam - Chair foam 1kg  10%  0%   0%

Recycled ABS - Underseat vac form 0.5kg  5%  100%   100%

LDPE - Stop end   0.02kg  0.2%  0%   100%

Beech - Seat and back ply  3kg  31%  0%   100%

        57%   90%

CO2 per 100 units   23.83 tonnes

CO2 per unit   0.02 tonnes

Disclaimer:  The above figures are for guidance only and require verification

carlo environmental product breakdown


